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Abstract 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is employed to gather and forward information to the destination. It is very 

crucial to know the location of the event or collected information. This location information may be obtained using 

GPS or localization technique in wireless sensor networks. Randomly deployed WSN needs a large amount of GPS-

enabled sensor nodes for localization, this necessitates progressive approach. However, nodes with sparse 

connectivity remain unlocalized. In this paper, a progressive mobile anchor based technique is presented for node 

localization. Initially, sensor nodes are localized using anchors in the neighborhood, then these localized nodes 

progressively localized remaining nodes using multilateration. Mobile anchor node moves randomly in field and 

broadcast position information. It localized nodes with sparse connectivity. Simulations results show that present 

approach localize all sensor nodes with good accuracy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In WSNs, sensor nodes are deployed in the real geo- graphical environment and observe some physical behaviors. 

WSNs have many analytical challenges. Sensors are a small device in size, low-cost accounting, and having low 

process capabilities. WSN’s applications attracted great attention interest of researchers in recent years [1]. WSNs 

have a different application such as monitor environmental aspects and physical phenomena like temperature, audio 

and optical data, habitat monitoring, traffic control monitoring, patient healthcare monitoring, and underwater 

acoustic monitoring. Data collection without their geographical positions would be useless. Localization of nodes 

can be achieved by using GPS (global positioning system), but it becomes very expensive if a number of nodes 

are large in a given network. So far Many algorithms have been come up to solve the localization issue, but due 

to their application-specific nature, most of the solutions are not suitable for wide range of WSNs [2]. Ultra 

wideband techniques are useful for the indoor environment while extra hardware would be required for the acoustic 

transmission-based system. Both are accurate techniques but expensive in terms of energy consumption and 

processing. Unlocalized nodes calculate their location from anchor nodes beacon messages, which needs much 

power. Many algorithms have been proposed to reduce this communication cost. If one node calculates its wrong 

location, then this error propagates to overall network and further nodes, and this will lead wrong information of 

anchor nodes location is propagated [3]. Random deployment of the network also leads to sparse connectivity 

which decreases the probability of localization. In this paper, a progressive localization mechanism has been 

proposed for the sensor network. In this, the mobile anchor has been used to localized such nodes that have very 

less connectivity. Simulation results validate the performance of present approach. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work of localization. Section 3 describes 

proposed approach in brief. Section 4 provides an overview simulation and results analysis. Section 5 concludes the 

paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Recently, many localization techniques have been proposed for WSNs, and simultaneously many studies have 

been done to analyze existing localization techniques and algorithms. In [4], Mao et al. first provide an overview of 

measurement techniques that can be used for WSN localization. Then the one-hop and the multi-hop localization 

algorithms based on the measurement techniques are presented in detail, respec- tively, where the connectivity-
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based or range-free localization algorithms. In [5], an overview of localization techniques is presented for WSNs. 

The major localization techniques are classified into two categories: centralized and distributed based on where the 

computational effort is carried out. Based on the details of localization process, the advantages and limitations of 

each localization technique are discussed. In addition, future research directions and challenges are highlighted. This 

paper point out that the further study of localization technique should be adapted to the movement of sensor nodes 

since node mobility can heavily affect localization accuracy of targets. However, the localization techniques 

proposed for mobile sensor nodes are not discussed in [5]. 

In [6] Mustafa Ilhan Akbas, et al. proposed a localization algorithm for wireless networks with mobile sensor 

nodes and stationary actors. The proposed localization algorithm overcomes failure and high mobility of sensors 

node by a locality preserving approach complemented with the idea that benefits from the motion pattern of the 

sensors. The algorithm aims to retrieve location information at the actor nodes rather than the sensors and it adopts 

one-hop localization approach in order to address the limited lifetime of the WSN. The accuracy of the proposed 

algorithm can be further improved with RSS or other measurement techniques at the expense of increased energy 

consumption. 

In proposed scheme [7], a subsurface current mobility model is adopted and tailored according to the requirements of 

the scenario. These mobile anchor nodes move in the network space and periodically broadcast beacon messages 

about their location. Static sensor nodes receive these messages as soon as they come under the communication 

range of any mobile anchor node and compute their position based on the range based technique. Another 

contribution of this paper is to identify the importance of mobile anchor node over static anchor node in localization. 

The simulation result shows that mobile anchor node provide better accuracy as compared to static anchor node for 

sensor node localization. 

In [8] CamLy Nguyen et al. proposed a maximum- likelihood-based multihop localization algorithm called kHo- 

pLoc for use in wireless sensor networks that is strong in both isotropic and anisotropic network deployment 

regions. Compared to other multihop localization algorithms, the pro- posed kHopLoc algorithm achieves higher 

accuracy in vary- ing network configurations and connection link-models. The algorithm first runs a training phase 

during which a Monte Carlo simulation is utilized to produce accurate multihop connection probability density 

functions (described later). In its second phase, the algorithm constructs likelihood functions for each target node 

based on their hop counts to all reachable anchor nodes which it then maximizes to produce localization information. 

The main advantage of the algorithm is the use of a Monte Carlo initial training phase to generate the multihop 

connection probability density functions. These are then used to build likelihood functions whose maxima estimate 

each target node location. Since the algorithm uses full statistical information for the multihop connection 

probabilities, localiza- tion results are significantly more accurate for both in isotropic and anisotropic networks. 

In [9] Slavisa Tomic, et al. addresses node localization problem in a cooperative 3-D wireless sensor network (WSN), 

for both cases of known and unknown node transmit power by investigating the target localization problem in a 

cooperative 3-D WSN, where all targets can communicate with any node within their communication range. In this 

by using RSS propagation model and simple geometry a novel objective function derived which is based on the LS 

criterion, which tightly approximates the ML one for small noise. The results show that the derived non-convex 

objective function can be transformed into a convex one by applying semidefinite pro- gramming (SDP) relaxation 

technique and the generalization of the proposed SDP estimator is straightforward for the case when the nodes 

transmit power is not known. Cooperative localization is a very difficult problem, particularly useful for large-scale 

WSNs with limited energy resources. The proposed scheme involves an efficient estimator based on SDP relaxation 

technique to estimate the locations of some target nodes simultaneously. The new estimator exhibited excellent 

performance in a variety of scenarios, as well as robustness to not knowing. 

In [60] Kulkarni ,et.al compared to the other path planning methods,Σ-Scan provides the highest ratio of localization 

accuracy and coverage to path length. Σ-Scan saves the power of both mobile beacon and sensor nodes. Power-saving 

is significantly important for sensor network especially when the scale is large. Sensor localization is energy 

consuming especially when sensor nodes are mobile and dynamically changes their coordinates with time, such as 

underwater wireless sensor network. Besides, Σ-Scan is easy to implement and more applicable for ROI with 

arbitrary shaped. Common localization problems, such as accuracy, coverage and collinear problems, are not solved 

or evaluated in their methods for the arbitrary obstacle presence environment. However, Σ-Scan still has some 

constraints. Σ-Scan can only perform ideally in rectangles of which the side length is measured in units of s. Σ-Scan 

can only be used for 2D areas. We aim to solve these problems in our future work[6]. 

In [58] Kannadasan ,et.al.presented the trajectory of Z-curve with dual mobile beacon method is proposed. The study 

proves that this Z-curve trajectory is able to procure higher range of localization accuracy, reduced time consumption 

and minimized localization error. Hence it can be said that proposed Z-curve enables accuracy in terms of 
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localization by yielding minimum localization error, when compared to the existing SCAN algorithm. In the future, 

we will further study the mobile anchor node assisted localization problem, including analyzing the impact of anchor 

mobility on localization, design an optimal path planning for anchor nodes to improve localization performance, 

etc[4]. 

In [59] Tsai et.al presented a trajectory named ‘M-Curves’ for the mobile anchor based localization approach by 

considering the key features for localization and we adopted DSA to the problem of 

localization with novel fitness function. Our proposed path planning model assures full coverage, high localization 

accuracy and localization ratio. DSA optimized the position of the nodes by minimizing the localization error. It is 

evident from the results that, optimization gives better performance as compared to the traditional 

techniques.Compared with other static models such as SCAN,HILBERT, LMAT, Z-Curves, our model shows 

superior results in terms of metrics such as localization ratio, localization accuracy. Though SCAN and HILBERT 

has comparatively lesser path length, these two models are affected by co linearity problem. Due to which the 

localization accuracy of the models are high. Z-Curves model resolved the co linearity issue and it has comparatively 

lesser path length. However, experimental results shows that M-Curves outperforms SCAN,HILBERT, LMAT, Z-

Curves models in terms of localization accuracy[5]. 

In [61] Das, Tisan, et.al.[2020], In this paper author presented Traversal technique is one of the most fundamental 

requirements associated with the localization schemes in the wireless sensor network. As the reduction in mobile 

anchor node decreases the cost associated with the deployment of the wireless sensor network in a manifold, hence 

optimization of mobile anchor node traversal by minimizing the total traversed path and average localization error 

has become an emerging field of study. None the less, further research activity is needed in deterministic path 

planning mechanism so that existing models can be optimized or novel approaches can be proposed which will 

further reduce the total traversed path as well as the average localization error by further use of various polygonal 

approach and fine-tuned pattern along With linear traversal scheme[3]. 

 In [62]Kaur, Pardeep et.al invented a range-based, distributed method where randomly deployed sensor nodes in the 

en sing area are localized with the help of single mobile anchor nodes. The mobile anchor node follows an optimal 

new path trajectory i.e. spiral Pentagon Trajectory by utilizing the application of SSA. This paper proved that SPT 

has minimum path length as compares to exiting literature work and SSA has not been used before with this path 

trajectory. The proposed algorithm can be implemented for single hop/ multi-hop range-free localization for a fully 

mobile scenario. Future work is focused on the hybrid algorithm with different path planning and different 

optimization algorithm which can be used to gain high accuracy[1]. 

The related word clearly shows that an optimal algorithm could not be defined yet, and thus a suitable localization 

algorithm needs to be designed on the specificities of the situations, taking into account the size of the network, as 

well as the deployment method with node density and the expected results. Our present method delved into mobile 

anchor nodes and established that they are energy efficient as well as require less in number than only static nodes. In 

those systems, only a small number of anchors are necessary for constructing the global coordinates, which 

significantly reduces the system cost. 

III NETWORK MODEL 

In this section assumption about the network model is described. 

• Sensor nodes and base station are static. 

• The base station does not limit by energy. 

• Anchor nodes are aware of their geographic location. 

• The distributions of sensor nodes are random over the sensing area. 

• The sensor nodes are densely deployed in the sensing area. 

• Sensor nodes are homogeneous in energy level. 

• A mobile node work as anchor node and do not limit to energy. 

 

IV PRESENT METHOD 

In this section, a range-based iterative distributed localization method has been proposed. In this work, we categories 

all the sensor nodes into two types viz. anchor (blue plus sign) and non-anchor node (red circle) shown in figure 4.2. 

Initially, non-anchor nodes are localized using multilateration technique. After that, an iterative mechanism is used to 

localize remaining non-anchor nodes progressively. Nodes with less connectivity (less than three neighbors) are 

localized using a mobile beacon. The proposed method consists three phases: Initial, progressive and mobile. In the 

first phase, nodes with more than two anchor neighbors are localized using multilateration. In the second phase, 

localized non-anchor nodes are used as a pseudo-anchor for nodes localization. These pseudo-anchor broadcast their 
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coordinates in proximity. On reception of coordinates, non-localized nodes localize themselves using multilateration. 

In the last phase, a mobile anchor node moves dynamically and broadcast its position for node localization. 

Phase 1: Initial phase: At the very beginning, all the anchor nodes initially broadcast their Position beacon packets 

within communication range. This beacon packet consists of the anchor node location and the node ID. Once a non-

anchor node receives the beacon packet, it stores the beacon location along with the RSSI value. After receiving 

beacon packet from minimum three anchor nodes, each non-anchor sensor node calculates. Positional coordinates 

using the multilateration method. The distance between non-anchor and anchor is calculated through the RSSI value 

of the corresponding anchor node and its coordinates. Fig. 1 shows that the nodes with three anchor successfully 

localize themselves using multilateration. After that, broadcast computed coordinates within communication range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 Initial phase localization. 

Phase 2: Iterative phase: In this phase, non-anchor nodes are localized using already localized neighbors. This is an 

iterative phase in which each non-anchor node wait for three beacon packet, as soon as it gets required a number of 

the packet, computes their coordinate using multilateration. After that, broadcast coordinates which help to other 

neighbor nodes to compute their location coordinates.  

Phase 3: Mobile phase: A non-anchor with less connectivity is not able to compute their location. To solve this 

problem we used a mobile node as an anchor, which moves dynamically in field and periodical broadcast location 

coordinates.As soon as non-anchor node get three beacon packet from the static or moving anchor, it computes 

position coordinate. The selection of beacon coordinates depend on the RSSI value degrades localization accuracy. 

The topological arrangement of the node is not a constraint. Hence, the all beacon packet considers for location 

computation. Localized non-anchor nodes may also use new position coordinates to update their estimated location.  

 

                         V   SIMULATION RESULT 

We simulate a network of sensors in a 400m×400m sensing field. There are four hundred sensor nodes (n = 400) and 

they are randomly distributed in the field. For doing this, the vertical and horizontal coordinates on every sensor are 

randomly taken between 0 and 400. The beacon nodes are also randomly distributed. This is a distributed approach; 

it does not need interruption of sink node. The mobile node can move randomly within sensing field with maximum 

speed up to fifteen meters per second.  

        (a)   Number of deployed nodes in the field 

To observe the performance of proposed approach, we simulate with anchor nodes as 10% of the total node, 

deployed area 400m ×400m, node communication range is taken as 10% of deployed area. The error in the distance 

is considered as 10% of the respective distance. 
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(b) Time for mobile node 

 

(c)Number of node localized 

Figure 2 Number of node localized with total number of deployed nodes 

(b) Anchor nodes 

To observe the performance of proposed approach for varying anchor nodes, we deploy 400 sensor nodes in 400m 

×400m area with 10 meters radio range. The error in the distance is considered as 10% of the respective distance.It 

is observed that the localization error decreases with increase in anchor nodes. 

(c) Communication range 

To observe the performance of proposed approach with varying connectivity, a different value of communication 

range has been taken for simulation. For this four hundred sensor nodes with beacon nodes as 10% of the total node 

are deployed in 400m×400m area. The error in the distance is considered as 10% of the respective distance.It is 

observed that the localization error decreases with increase in communication range of the sensor nodes. This is 

because the probability of getting more anchor nodes as a neighbor is increased. 

 

Figure 3 The performance of Present approach with anchor nodes 
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Figure 3 The performance of Present approach   with 

varying communication range 

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d)   Deployed area 

To observe the performance of proposed approach for scalability, different size of deployed area has been taken for 

simulation. For this four hundred sensor nodes with beacon nodes as 10% of the total node are deployed in sensing 

area. The communication range of a node is taken as 10% of deployed area. The error in the distance is considered 

as 10% of the respective distance. It has been observed that increase in deployed area increases the localization error 

drastically. It happened due to significant error increment in distance estimation. 

(e) Error in distance estimation 

To observe the performance of proposed approach for noise tolerance, a different value of measurement noise has 

been taken for simulation. For this four hundred sensor nodes with beacon nodes as 10% of the total node are 

deployed in 400m×400m area. The communication range of a node is taken as 10% of deployed area. It is observed 

that the localization error increases with increase in measurement error in distance estimation. This is because the 

probability of getting true distance decreases with measurement error. Although, error in distance estimation do not 

merely affect the time for localization some time significant variation in RSSI decreases the node connectivity cause 

fewer nodes localized in the initial phase. Due to this time required for the mobile node is vary for different value of 

errors. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 The performance of present approach with deployed area 
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Figure 5. The performance of present approach with varying error in distance estimation 

                      (f) Performance comparison 

In this section, we compare the performance of proposed approach with other existing techniques. The Distributed 

Localization using a Dynamic Beacon Node (DLDBN) [42] taken two scenarios for performance analysis. In the 

first scenario, the static anchor is considered for localization and in second, mobile nodes as taken as anchor nodes 

for localization. We simulate the present approach with same parameters used in [42]. It has been observed that the 

increase in node density decrease error in localization in all three techniques. It is also observed that increase in 

deployed area increases localization error.  
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(g)  Conclusion 

In this dissertation, we Present a new localization algorithm Gradual localization with dynamic Path Planning 

(GLDPP).to localize sensor nodes with less error while managing time and reliability for node localization. The 

GLDPP is a progressive localization based on mobile anchor node, consist initial, progressive and mobile phases. 

Firstly, sensor nodes with more than two anchor nodes in the neighborhood are localized using multilateration. After 

that, in progressive phase, nodes are localized in an iterative fashion. Nodes with less connectivity still not localized 

because multi lateration needs at least three anchors or pseudo-anchor for location computation. In GLDPP, a 

mobile anchor moves randomly in sensing field and broadcast their coordinates which enable nodes with low 

connectivity to localize themselves. In GLDPP, sensor nodes compute coordinates itself independently which in not 

centralized unlike [4] where global knowledge of the network topology is required. GLDPP is very simple to 

implement in the short range sensor nodes. 
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